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fnhm}XKuegW¿otÂ Hcq \rlq e±gº³
Michelson-Morley ]cp¸W¿otÂ fXen±goIw 1987²
BuLngo·qIbq¾nbo . CXotÂ õnKanbo Modern Physics in
America FÁ Hcq Z|oZo\ N±»nubnKw Cleveland, Ohioeo² \SÁq .
¤ ]cp¸Ww Auaco·bo² B[q\oI õvXoI fnhm}X¿otÂ
DZbw Iqlo»q. }]Inf¿otÂ ueKXtb õraobqtS Nd\w
_n[o·qÁoÈ FÁnWqm ¤ ]cp¸Ww It¾¿obXm . ¤ NULL
RESULT, EinsteintÂ eoufg Bu]¸oI hoªnÐ¿o\qm (Special
Theory of Relativity) ekotbncq·o .
Hcq fnhm}X KuegW¿o² \oÁqm }]Xp¸o» ^dw
Io½nXoco·qÁXm _si¿nb ]coe±¿\º³·m eko tXjobo·qw
FÁXo\qm D¿uanZnicWanWqm ¤ hwõew .

1987td N±»nubnK¿oud·m Xoco»q ecnw . õvXoI fnhm}X¿otd
}]fhmXcnb Hu½tluÃ± }]õngWº³ \S¿ob ¤ ubnKw , Hcq
Super Symposium BbocqÁq . CeotS N±» tNÇtÃ½ Nod
eogbº³:
I

Supernova 1987A

I

High Tc Superconductivity

I

Superconducting Super Collider

I

Superstrings

Ir½¿o² Grand Challenges to Computational Science FÁ
eogbt¿ A[oIco»m (uses of Super Computer), Kenneth G
WilsontÂ }]õngWeqaq¾nbocqÁq .
1987² \SÁ hwõe¿oud·m aqÃXm e±gº³·q ufgw Xoco¼q
u\n·quÄn³ ...

Supernova 1987A
Hcq \¸}X¿otÂ uI}À¿o² Nod }]uXyI anÊº³
hwõeobm·quÄn³, \¸}X¿o\q¾nIqÁ hmu^nS\t¿bnWqm
Supernova FÁq ]lbqÁXm . \aq·m \ocp¸o·neqÁ
hrÃ±u\neI³ ejtc ejtc eocjanWqm . 1987td Supernovabm·q
aqÄm , 1604² BWqm Hcq Supernova }fªobm·tÃ½Xm (Kepler).
“Supernova story has the big science of the best equipped
observatories and particle detectors and the small science of
amateurs and old small telescopes” (Robert Kirshner)
Scientific observations on the 1987A Supernova moved the subject
from indirect arguments and plausible inferences to experimental
evidence. Each central idea has been tested: (1) Is it a massive
star? Yes. (2) Was there core collapse with neutrino (an
elementary particle) emission? Yes. (3) Is nucleosynthesis theory
true? Yes. Was there a formation of a neutron star? Yes.

Superconducting Super Collider, Higgs Boson
1960IjodnWqm theoretically, Higgs boson }]eNo·tÃSqÁXm .
aqJyanbqw CXm I¾q]oSo·n\nbo Auaco·bo² Superconducting
Super Collider FÁ Hcq accelerator facility \o±Åo·qen\qÉ
hwcwõ¿o\qm 1983² US Government A\qaXo tInSq·qIbqw
\o±ÅnWw Bcwõo·qIbqw tNbmXq . hnÄ¿oI IncWºjn²
1993² ¤ u}]nPImÊm \o±¿ote·qIbqw tNbmXq .
XqS±Ám brulnÃo² Large Hadron Collider \o±Åo·qIbqw 2012²
io\mhm u_nuhn® I¾q]oSo·tÃSqIbqw tNbmXq .
LHC is the most powerful accelerator ever built. It sits in a tunnel
100 metres underground at CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research on the border of France and Switzerland, near
Geneva. It consists of a ring with a circumference of 27 kms.
Protons are accelerated to almost the speed of light.

The Higgs particle discovery papers have thousands of authors and
involve hundreds of institutions from all over the world.
FeotSbnbocqÁq Particle PhysicstÂ Bcwõw ? \rloudtl
e±gº³·q aqÄm. 1897² J.J. Thomson CdImSmuln®
I¾q]oSo»Xm Hcq table-top ]cp¸W¿odrtSbnbocqÁq .

High Tc Superconductivity
]rPy¿o\Sq¿ Xn]¿o² , Nod ]Zn±QºjqtS tteZyqXo\ocqªX
]rPy¿ou\nSm ASq·qÁ }]XoõnhanWqm Superconductivity.
Discovered by Kamerlingh Onnes in 1911, below 4 K (-269 ◦ C)
In 1986, J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Müller found superconductivity
around 35 K (-238 ◦ C). Awarded Nobel prize in 1987.
In 2015, superconductivity discovered around 203 K (-70 ◦ C).
Since 1986, people dream about room temperature
supercondutivity.
\ocÐcanb ITo\ ]co}faw , Iql»m õnKyeqw . . .

Challenges to Computational Sciences
Some observations that Kenneth Wilson made at the 1987
meeting:
The use of Super Computer as a scientific instrument is for seeing
phenomena which are not accessible to “microscopes” and
“telescopes”.
With a Super Computer it is possible to
I

Model the interior of a star as it goes through its life

I

Look at properties of chemicals that are not yet produced in
the lab

I

Look at alternatives in the design of aircrafts, ...

I

Predict Weather

I

...

Weather Prediction
Hcq \rÊn¾o\Ãqlw, CdImSmulnWoIm Iw]r½lqIjqtS
Beo±õne¿o\qw aqtÄ BbocqÁq climate modelling, numerical
forecasting FÁp a7dºjotd ASoÙn\ Bfbº³ cr]w
tIn¾Xm.
IndneÙ }]eN\¿o² Hcq eko¿ocoenbocqÁq L. F. Richardson
1922² }]hoªpIco» Weather Prediction by Numerical Process
FÁ ]qhmXIw. ¤ ]qhmXI¿o² Au¥iw FkqXo:
Perhaps some day in the dim future, it will be possible to
advance the computation faster than the weather.

Why a Super Computer is needed for Weather
Prediction
A weather forecast involves the calculation of quantities like wind
velocity and humidity. To solve the basic equations one has to
introduce a grid. One divides the equator into segments and go
from north pole to south pole and divide that also into segments.
Then one has to go from the ground to the top of the atmosphere
and divide that too into segments. How fine the grid can be, of
course depends on the power of the computer. In general, finer the
grid, it is better.
One starts from an initial data of the weather at a given moment
in time. This data comes from weather balloons and weather
satellites, and has to be analyzed thoroughly before it can be fed
into the computer. Then the program starts on the computer
which means the numbers are processed by a numerical method
which yields their values after an interval of time ∆t. The process
can be repeated so as to yield the state of the atmosphere after
2∆t, 3∆t, and so on.

Around 1987 the number of chunks into which the atmosphere is
divided was something like 200 X 200 X 19 ≈ 8 × 105 .
Around 2007, the corresponding number had progressed to about
3 × 108 .
One has to keep in mind that, due to the chaotic nature of partial
differential equations that govern the atmosphere, the accuracy of
forecasts are limited.
Research into better modelling, better algorithms, more powerful
computers are always needed.
At https://www.top500.org/lists/2017/11/ one can find the
current TOP 500 list of the fastest Super Computers in the world.

D]hwincw
fnhm}XKuegW¿o\qm ]d aqJºjqaq¾m . Cebo² , Iko¼ 130
e±gt¿ Indbjeo² Z±fo» NodXm ]coNbtÃSq¿qen\nWqm
Rn° CeotS }fao»Xm .
I

AeoNncoXanbo }]IsXo hÅn\o·qÁ eoecº³
(hrÃ±u\ne)

I

Au\Iw KuegIcqtS Zp±LInd }fa¿otÂ ^danbq¾neqÁ
(eod]oSo») ]cp¸W^dº³ (higgs boson)

I

\ocÐcanb ITo\ ]co}faw , Iql»m õnKyeqw (High Tc
Superconductivity)

I

fnhm}X KuegW cwK¿m , aÊq Xc¿o² (Theory,
Experiment) It¾¿qen° hn[yaÈn¿ ^dº³ u\Sqen°
Super ComputertÂ D]ubnKw (for example, weather
prediction).

